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Site access gates

Drainage swale or equivalent linear drainage feature

Haul road
boundary fence

Haul Road boundary fence Haul road boundary
fence

Haul road security
fence

Haul road security
fence
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Soil stockpiles (Subsoil and topsoil)
Soil stockpile footprints based on assumed typical excavation for
haul road and stockpile stack angle, assuming a 30% bulking factor.
Subsoil bund proposed to be adjacent to swale as excavated after
topsoil, with topsoil bund located adjacent to fence line.
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For proposed access bellmouth
details see typical access bellmouth

and visibility splay drawing

Haul road boundary
fence

Drainage crossings to be provided along
Haul Road for access to soil stockpiles.

Top soil stockpile

Existing topsoil under the proposed subsoil bund to be stripped prior to creation of
the subsoil bund. This is to mitigate the risk of contamination between soil types.

Sub soil stockpile

Area to be provided where required for welfare and
equipment associated with access / security of haul road

Notes:
A. Haul road construction is conservatively based on 36,000

passes of a 57.5 kN road legal maximum wheel load.
B. As per the ESAL equivalency factors, the effects of light

vehicle loads are considered to be negligible.
C. Wheel loads have been assumed at the maximum value

for road legal vehicles of 57.5kN.
D. Tyre pressures have been assumed at a typical HGV

value of 1100kPa.
E. Resilient moduli have been taken as 70 MPa for Class

6F32 capping and 150 MPa for Type 1 sub-base.
F. Thicknesses may need to be adjusted to suit topsoil

thickness - to be confirmed.
G. Proposed geogrid reinforcement products only. No

substitutions will be acceptable.
H. Floating roads on peat may require a pavement design

for less than 1% California Bearing Ratio (CBR) - to be
confirmed.

Type 1 granular sub-base or Class 6F2 capping.
Refer to Table 1 for thickness

Indicative geosynthetic reinforcement
Refer to Table 1 for specification

Existing ground

Typical haul road 8m
Finished surface to be min. 50mm above ground level

Haul road approximate boundary fence position,
(where required). A gap of approx. 100mm to be left at
the base of the fence at intervals (above ground that is
not a hard surface) to allow for species to pass freely.

Site access gates

Haul road approximate boundary fence position,
(where required). A gap of approx. 100mm to be left at
the base of the fence at intervals (above ground that is
not a hard surface) to allow for species to pass freely.

FGLFinished Ground Level (FGL)

Typical drainage swale or
equivalent linear drainage feature.

Typical anti intruder security fence, chain link or welded mesh. A gap of
approx. 100mm to be left at the base of the fence at intervals (above
ground that is not a hard surface) to allow for species to pass freely.

Subsoil from haul road and swale
stored along route of road where required.

For finish requirements refer to environmental
specification.

Typical haul road cross section at bellmouth
connections to Public/Private Highways

Typical haul road 8m
Finished surface to be min. 50mm above ground level

Haul road approximate boundary fence
position, (where required). A gap of approx.
100mm to be left at the base of the fence at

intervals (above ground that is not a hard
surface) to allow for species to pass freely.

Haul road approximate boundary fence position,
(where required). A gap of approx. 100mm to be left at
the base of the fence at intervals (above ground that
isn't hard surface) to allow for species to pass freely.

FGLFGL

Typical drainage swale or
equivalent linear drainage
feature.1:40 1:40

Typical drainage swale
or equivalent linear

drainage feature.

1:50 ASection

Typical haul road cross section
1:50 BSection

Typical width 9m

Topsoil from haul road and swale
stored along route of road where required.

For finish requirements refer to environmental
specification.

Existing topsoil under the proposed subsoil bund to be
stripped prior to creation of the subsoil bund. This is to

mitigate the risk of contamination been soil types.

Welfare and equipment storage area (as required)

Ground Level

Fence post
(Details TBC)

Concrete foundation to engineer's
details and specification

Root fixed with concrete foundation,
embedded length to manufacturer's details
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1. This drawing is scaled at paper size A1, therefore any prints taken at
smaller sizes will affect accuracy of the measurement units and
should not be scaled against.

2. All dimensions are in metres unless otherwise shown. All levels are
in metres above Ordnance Datum (AOD). All dimensions & levels
should be checked on site.

3. Any drawing errors or discrepancies should be brought to the
attention of Mott MacDonald.

4. The proposed arrangement is shown for indicative purposes only.
Dimensions and design may vary depending upon site and
installation conditions.

5. The drawing does not include any information on underground
drainage, utilities, or other assets which may need to be protected or
diverted as part of works

6. Heights and specification of haul road security fence and boundary
fence to vary depending on the security and environmental
requirements of specific site locations

7. Typical drainage swales shown indicatively to illustrate potential
drainage arrangement. Drainage specification and dimensions
subject to change, and may vary depending on local ground
conditions.

8. For haul road construction build up calculations, refer to Equivalent
Single Axle Load (ESAL) calculations.

9. Visual inspections of the haul road are to be carried out for the
duration of the construction period and any necessary maintenance
works completed where required. Where the build up of standing
water is present, the depressed area will be filled and re-profiled.

10. Bund sizing will vary dependant on site specific soil conditions.
11. Arrangement of soil stockpiles within section may vary dependant on

site specific constraints.
12. Drawing must be read in colour and is for illustrative purposes only.

Dimensions are indicative and are subject to variation and
amendments.

Notes

Note: Haul road construction detail is based on sample of potential haul
road construction type and materials for preliminary purposes only. All

details are subject to updates at the details design stage

Table 1: Haul road construction thickness
Typical fence post foundation

Not to Scale

Indicative haul road construction detail
Not to Scale
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